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This study reports a high-resolution comparative map between human chromosomes and porcine chromosomes 2 (SSC2) and 16 (SSC16),
pointing out new homologies and evolutionary breakpoints. SSC2 is of particular interest because of the presence of several important QTLs.
Among 226 porcine ESTs selected according to their expected localization, 151 were RH mapped and ordered on SSC2. This study confirmed the
extensive conservation between SSC2 and HSA11 and HSA19 and refined the homology with HSA5 (three blocks defined). Furthermore the
SSC2q pericentromeric region was shown to be homologous to another human chromosome (HSA1). A complex organization of these syntenies
was demonstrated on SSC2q. Our strategy led us to improve also the SSC16 RH map by adding 45 markers. Two-color fluorescence in situ
hybridization of markers representative of each synteny confirmed block order. Finally, 29 breakpoints were identified in both species, and porcine
BACs containing two breakpoints were isolated.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Pig; SSC2; SSC16; RH map; FISH; BAC; Comparative mapping; Human; Synteny breakpointPorcine chromosome 2 is well studied, as numerous
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) have been identified on this
chromosome (review available at the PigQTL database at http://
www.animalgenome.org/QTLdb). One of these, a paternally
imprinted QTL with major effects on muscle mass and fat
deposition (backfat thickness), was detected on SSC2p and has
been identified in different crosses [1–4]. A regulatory mutation
in IGF2 (located in 2p17) has been identified as the causal
mutation [5,6]. In addition several other QTLs have been
suggested on the p or q arm of SSC2 with effects on vertebra
number [7], tenderness and daily gain [8–11], carcass length
[12], teat number [6], daily feed intake [13], muscle fiber traits
[14], and meat quality [15,16].
The combination of QTL mapping results with a
comparative mapping approach should provide positional
candidate genes, which is why a high-resolution comparative
map between this chromosome and human is of particular⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +33 5 61 28 53 08.
E-mail address: lahbib@toulouse.inra.fr (Y. Lahbib-Mansais).
0888-7543/$ - see front matter © 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2006.04.010interest. Previous comparative maps based on bidirectional
chromosomal painting experiments and cytogenetic localiza-
tions [17–19] have shown that this porcine chromosome 2
corresponds to at least three human chromosomes (HSAs 11,
19, and 5), emphasizing the importance of studying
chromosomal organization. Within the past few years,
radiation hybrid mapping and cDNA libraries have been
shown to provide powerful tools for generating high-
resolution maps. A first-generation expressed sequence tag–
radiation hybrid (EST-RH) comparative map of the porcine
and human genomes with about 1000 markers has been
published [20] but only 50% of the 96 markers mapped on
the SSC2 RH map were identified as genes. Other studies
[21–23] have revealed new homologies between human
chromosomes and pig chromosome 2 not reported before,
but often based on the mapping of a very small number of
markers down to a single marker. Increasing the number of
genes on this comparative map and acquiring specific
information about the chromosome breakpoints is now
essential to obtain a powerful map that will facilitate the
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goal was to (i) refine the comparative pig–human map, (ii)
improve the entire porcine chromosome 2 RH map by
mapping genes at high density, and finally (iii) locate
accurately the evolutionary breakpoints between the homol-
ogous segments of the two species.
For this purpose, we selected with the ICCARE interface
(Interspecific Comparative Clustering and Annotation for ESTs
[24]) swine EST sequences expected to mark either the entire
chromosome 2 or according to their putative localization near
synteny breakpoints based on sequence comparisons. These
ESTs were mapped using the 7000-rad radiation hybrid panel
(INRA Minnesota porcine radiation hybrid panel, IMpRH)
[25,26]. We were thus able to construct a high-resolution
comparative map between SSC2 and four human chromosomes
(HSAs 11, 1, 19, and 5). Study of the breakpoint regions led us
to add 45 markers on the SSC16 and 21 markers on the SSC9
RH maps. Markers situated along SSC2 and SSC16 were
selected and used to screen a porcine BAC library to anchor
each block on the cytogenetic map by fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) on late prophase chromosomes. Finally
this approach also enabled us to identify two porcine BACs
containing evolutionary breakpoints.
Results
Development of EST markers
Previous comparative mapping data based on gene (EST)
localizations and heterologous painting confirmed the
conservation of synteny between SSC2 and SSC3 human
chromosomes (HSAs 11, 19, and 5). More recently, a new
homology with HSA1 has been suggested [23]. We therefore
selected about 270 markers from these four human chromo-
somes. Two hundred twenty-six of these (83%), including 56
markers from HSA11, 39 from HSA19, 115 from HSA5, and
16 from HSA1, were successfully mapped using the IMpRH
panel. Two hundred ten ESTs among the 226 were
developed in this study using the ICCARE Web server
(http://bioinfo.genopole-toulouse.prd.fr/iccare), the remaining
16 markers corresponding to 6 human ESTs and 10 traced
orthologous amplified sequence tags were already regionally
mapped on SSC2 [27–29]. As pig PCR products obtained
from porcine, hamster/pig hybrid clone, or BAC DNAs
presented a size similar to the expected one from the EST
sequence, sequence identity verification by sequencing was
not performed.
Construction of comprehensive RH maps of SSC2 and SSC16
and comparison with human
All the information on the 226 mapped markers, including
the RH vectors, is available in the IMpRH database (http://
www.imprh.toulouse.inra.fr) and mapping results are summa-
rized in Supplementary Table 1. The PCR results were analyzed
using the IMpRH mapping tool developed by Milan and
colleagues [30]. One hundred fifty-one of the 226 markers weremapped on SSC2. By examining the breakpoint regions we
were able to map the remaining 75 markers on other porcine
chromosomes: SSC16 (45 markers), SSC9 (21 markers), SSC10
(6 markers), SSC14 (2 markers), and SSC4 (1 marker). These
75 ESTs corresponded essentially to the external boundaries of
the conserved synteny with human and consequently were
scattered on different pig chromosomes.
The most likely order between these markers was determined
by combining them with the first-generation markers [26] and
the public markers available to date in the IMpRH database. A
high-resolution framework map (D. Milan, manuscript in
preparation) constructed with Carthagene software [31,32]
was used to improve the assignment of new markers. Due to
the high number of markers available, a high lod threshold of
8 was used to establish a single linkage group for each
chromosome (SSC2 and SSC16). Among the 226 mapped
markers, 203 were linked to an already mapped marker with a
lod score greater than 8 by two-point analysis and the LOD of
17 of the remaining 23 markers was between 6 and 8. These
markers were mapped with less confidence (weaker LOD value,
discordance between two-point and multipoint analyses) and
are reported with their most likely position in relation to the 133
framework markers and indicated by dotted vertical lines on the
RH map (Fig. 1). We thus constructed an improved compre-
hensive map for SSC2 covering 3136 cR7000. By selecting
markers on HSA5 we were able to obtain 45 markers that
mapped to SSC16, the other porcine chromosome that shares
homology with this human chromosome. Consequently, we
constructed an improved comprehensive RH map for SSC16
including 96 markers covering 1873 cR7000 (Fig. 2).
All these markers correspond to genes already mapped in
human and provide valuable information for developing a
comparative map using the human data available at http://www.
ensembl.org/homo-sapiens/) (build 34). We were thus able to
construct a comparative map between SSC2 and HSAs 11, 1,
19, and 5 including 151 informative markers and a comparative
map between SSC16 and HSA5 including 45 markers. These
two maps are represented by colored arrows in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively, and are commented on under Discussion.
Anchoring of the RH maps on the cytogenetic map by somatic
cell hybrid panel and/or FISH
In the expected synteny breakpoint regions, the selected
markers were first mapped using a somatic cell hybrid panel
[33] to verify their assignment, as their position might shift
on another chromosome. Twenty-three markers were thus
regionally localized on pig chromosomes, including 10 markers
on SSC16, 7 on SSC9, 2 on SSC10, and 1 on SSC14
(Supplementary Table 2). For the markers expected on SSC2,
fluorescence in situ hybridization was preferentially used
instead of somatic cell hybrids as this chromosome was retained
in only a small number of hybrids.
The two constructed RH maps were anchored on the
cytogenetic map by selecting markers representative of each
synteny block on SSC2 and SSC16, according to their position
based on RH mapping. The porcine BAC library [34] was
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markers from SSC2 and 11 from SSC16 were retained for FISH
mapping. The number of markers selected was proportional to
the extent of the synteny group. In chromosome 2, for example:
1 for SSC2A, 3 for SSC2B, 1 for SSC2C, 1 for SSC2D, 1 for
SSC2E, 6 for SSC2F, 4 for SSC2G, and 7 for SSC2H. The
corresponding BACs were mapped by FISH (Supplementary
Table 2) either separately, to verify that FISH signals were
specifically observed in the chromosomes of interest, or
combined in sets of probes, using up to seven probes
simultaneously to label as many blocks as possible at the same
time. No signal was observed in other chromosomes.
Seven markers, IGF2, ADM, GNB2L1, RPS15, SQSTM1,
DMXL1, and CSF1R, labeled alternately with two fluoro-
chromes, were combined to anchor the six synteny groups,
SSC2A (IGF2), SSC2B (ADM), SSC2E (GNB2L1), SSC2F
(RPS15), SSC2G (SQSTM1), and SSC2H (DMXL1, CSF1R),
among the eight revealed by RH mapping (Fig. 1). We clearly
demonstrated that the synteny groups homologous to human
chromosomes are in the following order from the p arm
extremity: HSA11a (SSC2A), HSA11b (SSC2B), HSA5h
(SSC2E), HSA19a (SSC2F), HSA5g (SSC2G), and HSA5h
(SSC2H). Mapping integration was completed by FISH
mapping of isolated markers or combinations of markers
(Supplementary Table 2); thus the mapping of ADM and
PYGM confirms the inverted orientation of SSC2B with regard
to human, the localization of SQSTM1 close to RPS15 (Fig. 1)
and of HSPC11 confirm the inversion of HSA5g, and the
mapping of TRIM11, ARF1, and CIAS1 (in SSC2q11–q12) and
the ADM, CIAS1, and GNB2L1 combination allow us to anchor
the SSC2C and SSC2D blocks (Supplementary Fig. 1). The
homology of the SSC2 pericentromeric region with two
noncontiguous parts of HSA1q (HSA1f and HSA1i) was
confirmed together with the position of this segment between
blocks SSC2B and SSC2F. The ADM, TRIM11, and CIAS1
combination was attempted to confirm the relative position of
the SSC2C and SSC2D blocks, but the signals corresponding to
TRIM11 and CIAS1 were unfortunately not separated. The last
combination, 237F12, CIAS1, and RPS15, allowed us to orient
block SSC2D (inverted compared to human) and to localize it in
relation to SSC2F (Supplementary Fig. 1).
In the same way, we anchored the SSC16 RH map on the
cytogenetic map by mapping 18 markers (2 for SSC16A, 2 for
SSC16B, 1 for SSC16C, 5 for SSC16D, and 1 for SSC16E). Two
combinations of probes (MSX2, STK10, GPX3, and SDHA and
DRD1, DUSP1, and GABRP) (shown in Fig. 2) confirmed theFig. 1. High-resolution comparative map between the SSC2 RHmap and the HSA11p
in the center. On each side are represented the physical maps of each corresponding h
their homology with human homologous genes are given in rays on the comprehensiv
value (LOD <8) are given on the right side of the pig RH map, these markers are in
indicated by colored arrows. The distance between markers on human is given in meg
markers localized by FISH in pig are noted with a small asterisk. On the top left is s
chromosomes with a combination of seven probes (indicated by a colored flash) to
green), GNB2L1 (in red), RPS15 (in green), SQSTM1 (in red), DMXL1 (in green)
(IGF2)–SSC2B (ADM)–SSC2E (GNB2L1)–SSC2F (RPS15)–SSC2G (SQSTM1)–S
demonstrated by another combination not shown. Scissors indicate the presence of
breakpoint have been isolated.relative positions of SSC16B, SSC16D, and SSC16E and
SSC16B, SSC16C, and SSC16D, respectively. The localizations
of additional markers (Supplementary Table 2) confirmed the
block order SSC16A, SSC16D, and SSC16E as defined on the
RH map. No signal was observed in other chromosomes.
Identification of BACs containing SSC2 synteny breakpoints
The effort in this human–pig comparative study was focused
on the precise position of the synteny breakpoints on SSCs 2 and
16 and, consequently on HSAs 11, 1, 19, and 5. We defined
seven breakpoints on SSC2 and four on SSC16, whereas we
have three on HSA11, seven on HSA5, and eight on HSA1 (Fig.
1). Among them, two synteny breakpoints were clearly
identified by PCR on BACDNAs.We focused on the breakpoint
between synteny groups SSC2E and F and isolated three BACs
(900B01, 172D06, 784H11). We used PCR with the same
specific primers as those used for mapping, to show that each
BAC contains two markers separated by 9 cR on the porcine RH
map but located on two different chromosomes in humans:
GNB2L1 (located on HSA5 at Mb 180.7) and GMIP (located on
HSA19 at Mb 19.6). Similarly the BAC (393E08) was shown to
contain GAMT (HSA19, Mb 1.35) and SQSTM1 (HSA5, Mb
179.31), thereby identifying the breakpoint between SSC2F and
SSC2G. These results are in agreement with the RH map and
confirm the order and orientation of the synteny groups. We did
not isolate the corresponding BAC for the other breakpoints.
With CIAS1 (HSA1) and TRIM52 (HSA5) specific primers,
we isolated one and three BACs, respectively. These BACs
belong to the same porcine contig (P. Chardon, personal
communication), and the BAC containing CIAS1 (298C06) is
separated from the other BACs by eight overlapping BACs.
BAC end sequencing of one of these BACs revealed sequence
homology (E value 1.6 × 10−20) with HSA1 and similarly one of
the three BACs containing TRIM52 (1024C05) harbors
sequence homology (E value 7.2 × 10−14) with HSA5 in the
corresponding regions. The two markers CIAS1 and TRIM52
are separated by 15 cR on the RH map, corresponding to
approximately 300 kb, as the estimated kb/cR ratio for this panel
was approximately 20 [35–37], suggesting the proximity of the
breakpoint.
Discussion
The alignment of porcine and human sequences available
through ICCARE software provided the EST annotation and, HSA1q, HSA5q, and HSA19p physical maps. The SSC2 RHmap is represented
uman chromosome. The positions of the 151 new markers in color according to
e porcine SSC2 RH map. The most likely positions of markers with lower LOD
dicated in italics when the LOD is <6. The orientation of the synteny blocks is
abases (Ensembl, build 34). Centromeres are represented by black circles. The 22
hown the two-color fluorescence in situ hybridization on late prophase porcine
anchor and order six synteny groups. Hybridization of IGF2 (in red), ADM (in
, and CSF1R (in red) confirmed the order of synteny groups as being SSC2A
SC2H (DMXL1, CSF1R). The relative order of blocks SSC2C and SSC2D was
an evolutionary breakpoint; they are colored in red when BACs containing the
508 Y. Lahbib-Mansais et al. / Genomics 88 (2006) 504–512facilitated the choice of primers in conserved exonic regions or
in noncoding regions showing mismatch so as to avoid hamster
DNA amplification. By using the 3700 DNA sequencer
methodology with fluorescent nucleotide incorporation, we
obtained a more accurate analysis than with a classical analysison agarose gel. The better resolution is due to (i) the
determination of a more precise size for each PCR product
and (ii) a better sensitivity to detect weak intensity and typical
profile aspects for each species. Consequently, we can more
easily differentiate the rodent amplification from that of the pig
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due to coamplification of the pig and hamster DNA. We thus
attained the relatively high success rate of 85% for RH
mapping, compared to 67% with classical analysis [20].
While the RH map allowed the precise ordering of a large
number of markers, complementary FISH mapping permitted
integration of the two maps and independently confirmed the
new information obtained by RH mapping on synteny block
arrangement. All the marker positions defined by cytogenetic
and RH mapping are in accordance.
The 151 new markers mapped on SSC2 in relation to
reference markers provided information for comparative
mapping with human. They were used to define eight synteny
blocks in pig and demonstrated that gene order within these
blocks is relatively well conserved between human and pig (Fig.
1). These results confirmed and specified the previous data on
large chromosomal correspondences between human chromo-
somes (HSAs 11, 19, and 5) and pig chromosome 2. The
organization of the chromosome 2p arm corresponds to two
large blocks, well conserved on HSA11 (HSA11a and c) and
inversely oriented to each other. Among the other homologies
suggested previously [21–23], we confirmed only the homol-
ogy with human chromosome 1. We clearly demonstrated that
the comparative map between the SSC2q arm and human
chromosomes is much more complex than described previously.
We showed that SSC2q is organized into six blocks (SSC2C, D,
E, F, G, and H) in relation to synteny groups from three different
human chromosomes in the following order: HSA1c, HSA1d,
HSA5h, HSA19a, HSA5g, HSA5c. This block order is quite
different from the one proposed by Meyers and colleagues [23].
The main differences concern: (i) The homology with HSA1:
whereas these authors defined a small region homologous to
HSA1 located between the fragment homologous to HSA19 and
5, we redefined this region in two independent blocks that we
located differently (between fragments homologous to HSAs 11
and 5). (ii) The homology with HSA5: whereas [23] defines one
block located on the distal part of SSC2, we demonstrated that
the fragment homologous to HSA5 is organized into three
blocks, the two main blocks being located on the distal part of
the SSC2q arm, while the third small, previously undetected,
block is located between the regions homologous to HSAs 1
and 19. (iii) Orientation of the block homologous to HSA19: we
had some difficulties in accurately defining the extent of the
HSA1f block by RH mapping as the mapping of TRIM11 and
ARF1 by two-point and multipoint analyses was not in
agreement. The two-point analysis mapped them as linked toFig. 2. High-resolution comparative map between the SSC16 RH map and the HSA
comprehensive porcine SSC16 RH map, which reveals five synteny groups homolog
their correspondence with synteny blocks of HSA5. The most likely positions of the
RH map. The orientation of the synteny blocks is indicated by colored arrows. Sci
markers on the human map is given in megabases (Ensembl, build 34). The HSA5 c
indicated with an asterisk. On the top left, a picture illustrates the two-color fluo
combination of three probes (name of markers underlined and indicated by a colored
SSC16B, SSC16C, and SSC16D. Hybridization of DRD1 (in red), DUSP1 (in green
(DRD1)–SSC16C (DUSP1)–SSC16D (GABRP). Another combination of four probe
Hybridization of MSX2 (in green), STK10 (in red), GPX3 (in green), and SDHA (in
(MSX2)–SSC16D (STK10–GPX3)–SSC16E (SDHA).PHT3, and therefore on the p arm, whereas the multipoint
analysis placed them between ADM and TRIM58 at 13.28 rays.
However, FISH mapping clearly located them in the SSC2q11–
q12 region, in agreement with the multipoint analysis
(Supplementary Fig. 1). In addition, the mapping of CIAS1
close to GNB2L1 clearly demonstrated that it is not at the
border of the HSA19 homologous segment, as suggested by
[23]. Gene order is relatively well conserved within each
synteny block except in blocks SSC2F and H, which showed
many minor rearrangements, probably due to the limit of
resolution of the mapping with IMpRH panel.
Gene order comparison between SSC16 and HSA5 revealed
an extensive genomic remodeling. We confirmed that this
homology covers the entire porcine chromosome but with
numerous internal rearrangements (Fig. 2): two conserved
segments contiguous on HSA5 (SSC16A and E) were found
separated at each extremity of SSC16 in opposite orientations.
Three new conserved segments (HSA5d, e, f) adjacent to each
other on the HSA5q arm were rearranged in a different order in
pigs. Our results are in agreement with [23] for the identification
and orientation of blocks SSC16A, B, D, and E but we have
completed the comparative map by accurately mapping the
synteny group borders and detecting a new synteny group:
SSC16C (from DUSP1 to ATP6V0E). This proposed block
order deduced in part from the RH map should be considered as
reliable as it has been confirmed by an independent method.
Our study was focused on a precise comparative examination
of the synteny breakpoints essentially between SSC2 and HSAs
11, 1, 19, and 5. We identified seven breakpoints in pig and
successfully isolated BACs containing two different break-
points between GNB2L1 (HSA5h)/GMIP (HSA19) and GAMT
(HSA19)/SQSTM1 (HSA5g). Nevertheless, the order of
markers at the extremity of SSC2F between RPS15 and
CIRBP should be taken with caution as we were not able to
amplify ABCA7, BSG, and CIBRP on the BAC containing the
breakpoint GAMT/SQSTM1. Attempts to isolate BACs con-
taining the breakpoint between SFXN1 and FOXD1 were
unsuccessful although they were found to be separated by only
3 cR on the RH map. On SSC16, we also refined the synteny
borders by identifying four breakpoints but we were unable to
isolate the BAC containing the breakpoint because the marker
density was too low.
This study identified 29 synteny breakpoints between human
and pig (11 in pig and 18 in human). It also allowed us to obtain,
through the IMpRH database, a high-resolution comparative
map of SSC2 and SSC16 that focuses on the gene order within5 physical map. The positions of the 45 new markers are given in rays on the
ous to HSA5. Markers mapped in this study are in different colors according to
four poorly mapped markers with a LOD <6 are given on the left side of the pig
ssors indicate the presence of evolutionary breakpoints. The distance between
entromere is represented by a black circle. The 18 markers mapped by FISH are
rescence in situ hybridization on late prophase porcine chromosomes with a
flash on the side of the RH map) to anchor and order the three synteny groups
), and GABRP (in red) confirmed the following relative order as being SSC16B
s was used to design the three synteny groups SSC16B, SSC16D, and SSC16E.
red) shown at the bottom left confirmed the following relative order: SSC16B
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define subtle rearrangements not observed before and conse-
quently not reported in the recent compilation of multispecies
comparative maps [38]. These high-resolution maps will be
essential for fine mapping of QTLs and will also be helpful for
porcine draft sequence assembly in the near future. It would also
be interesting to sequence the BACs containing breakpoints to
verify whether a specific sequence pattern or organization
(tandemly organized repeats, clustered gene families, or
segmental duplications) exists within these target regions as
has already been suggested in regions of breaks of synteny
between the human and the mouse genomes [39–42]. Similarly
Ruiz-Herrera and colleagues [43] have recently shown that
evolutionary breakpoints are colocalized with fragile sites and
intrachromosomal telomeric sequences (TTAGGG) in primates.
The availability of the porcine sequence in the near future [44]
will allow us to determine whether these kinds of pattern can
also be found in pigs.
Materials and methods
Selection of EST sequences and primer design
We used a computer interface for in silico comparative mapping, ICCARE
[24], to select pig ESTs that are putative orthologs of genes already mapped in
humans. This tool performs a BLAST comparison between all available porcine
ESTs and the human gene catalogue. For a given EST, the best candidate human
ortholog is simply the best hit, i.e., the human gene exhibiting the best sequence
similarity with the EST. Additional information of the second best hit is provided,
enabling one to discard ESTs for which the confidence regarding the orthology
relationship (gene identification) is weak. Primers were designed with Primer 3
software (http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer/primer3_www.cgi)
within the less conserved part of the sequence whenever possible to avoid
hamster orthologous sequence amplification when mapping on the IMpRH
panel. Primers used and sizes of PCR amplifications are presented in
Supplementary Table 1.
Genotyping on hybrid clones
Regional assignments using a somatic cell hybrid panel
Regional assignments were achieved by PCR on a pig/rodent (hamster or
mouse) somatic cell hybrid panel [33]. Additional information on the panel may
be found on the World Wide Web INRA server (http://www.toulouse.inra.fr/lgc/
pig/hybrid.htm). The PCRs were set up manually in 96-well microtiter plates in
a 15-μl reaction volume containing 30 ng template hybrid DNA or pig or
hamster DNA for controls, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.5 μM each primer, 0.2 mM each
dNTP, and 0.3 U Taq (Promega). Amplification was performed on a Perkin–
Elmer 9700 thermocycler at 94°C for 5 min, followed by at least 30 cycles of
94°C for 30 s/annealing temperature for 30 s/72°C for 30 s. PCR products were
run on 2% agarose gels and amplification was scored after visual inspection.
Regional assignments in pig were achieved through hybrid cell analysis using
the statistical rules as defined by [45]. The probability of the regional
assignment, the error risks, and the number of discordants (≤3) were taken into
account when estimating the reliability of the localization.
PCR typing on the radiation hybrid panel IMpRH (7000 rad)
The IMpRH panel [25] was typed for all the loci. DNA samples were
distributed into 384 microplates by a TECAN robot (Genesis 200 × 8). PCR was
performed by incorporating fluorescent nucleotides (TAMRA and R110;
Applied Biosystems PE, Foster City, CA, USA) that permit analyses on a
capillary sequencer (Applied Biosystems 3700 genetic analyzer 96 capillary).
PCR was performed in a 10-μl reaction mixture containing 30 ng of template
DNA, 2 (or 4 mM) MgCl2, 0.5μM each primer, 0.4 μM TAMRA or 0.1 μM
R110 and 0.2 mM dNTP, and 0.3 U Taq (Promega). Amplification was carriedout on a Gene Amp System 9700 (Applied Biosystems) thermocycler. Thermal
cycling parameters were denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, followed by at least 30
cycles of 94°C for 30 s/annealing temperature for 30 s/72°C for 30 s. PCR
products of four markers (two of different size for each fluorescent nucleotide)
were pooled and then purified on Sephadex G50 (Sigma) to eliminate
unincorporated fluorescent dNTPs and tested by one run on a capillary
sequencer. The PCR fragment size was analyzed using Genotyper software
(GeneScan and Genotyper version 3.7; Applied Biosystems). Each analysis was
done independently by two operators. Reactions were performed in duplicate if
necessary to clarify ambiguous cases.
Analysis of RH data and map construction
The results of PCR scoring were analyzed using the IMpRH mapping tool
available at http://imprh.toulouse.inra.fr [30]. A high-resolution framework map
(D. Milan et al., manuscript in preparation) constructed by integrating all public
data including markers of the first-generation RH map [26], submitted to the
IMpRH database by different contributors, was used to improve the assignment
of new markers and construct a comprehensive map. The RH map was
constructed with Carthagene software [31,32]. A framework map was built by
using a starting point of three markers showing the most likely order and by
adding markers in a stepwise strategy (with odds of 1000:1). Provisional
frameworks were checked with a simulated annealing algorithm testing
inversion of fragments of the map and a flips algorithm testing all local
permutations in a window of six markers. The localization of markers not
included in the framework map was calculated to determine their most likely
positions in relation to the framework markers without affecting the multipoint
distance between them to avoid inflation of the map size. This enabled us to
produce a comprehensive map for SSC2 and SSC16. The order of genes on the
porcine RH map and their corresponding positions in the human genome
sequence (http://www.ncbi.nlm.gov/mapview/) (build 34) were used to identify
synteny groups.
Two-color FISH mapping
Preparation of late prophase chromosomes
Late prophase chromosomes were obtained from synchronized peripheral
blood lymphocyte cultures. Briefly, 1 ml of heparinized blood was incubated in
10 ml of RPMI 1640 medium (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum
(Gibco) and 10 μg/ml concanavalin A (Sigma). Cell synchronization was
obtained by adding thymidine in excess (final concentration of 0.3 mg/ml) 52 h
after plating. Cells were blocked in S phase. Blocking was released after 18 h of
incubation by eliminating the thymidine-containing medium and the cells were
allowed to grow in fresh medium. They were harvested at different times (3 to
5 h) after release. The most elongated chromosomes were obtained 3 h 30 min
after release. Procedures for hypotonic treatment, fixation, and chromosome
spreading have been described previously [46]. Slides with a high proportion of
elongated chromosomes were selected and the chromosomes were G-banded
prior to hybridization.
BAC library screening and FISH mapping
BAC clones were isolated from a porcine BAC library [34] using the
specific primers (Supplementary Table 1) and the PCR conditions mentioned
above. FISH was carried out according to the procedures described previously
[47] and modified as follows. Briefly, 100 ng of BAC DNA was labeled by
incorporation of biotin-16–UTP or digoxigenin-11–dUTP (Roche) using
random priming. Hybridization signals from the biotinylated probes were
detected by using streptavidin conjugated to Alexa 594 and were amplified
with rabbit anti-streptavidin antibody followed by a final incubation with
donkey anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to Alexa 594. Digoxigenin-labeled
probes were detected with mouse anti-digoxigenin antibody. The signals were
amplified with goat anti-mouse antibody conjugated to Alexa 488, followed
by a final incubation with donkey anti-goat antibody conjugated to Alexa
488. The chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI in an antifade
solution (Vectashield; Molecular Probes). Analysis of the relative position of
the fluorescent spots was carried out on at least 10 late prophases using the
Cytovision software measuring module (Applied Image Corp., Santa Clara,
CA, USA).
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